PROMINENT VENTNOR SEASIDE BUSINESS
ESPLANADE, VENTNOR, ISLE OF WIGHT
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EXCEPTIONAL SEAFRONT PUB/RESTAURANT
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Well known inn/restaurant with one of the most
enviable locations on the South Coast of the Island
Seating for around 85 inside and covered terraces
with seating for a further 35 to 40
Includes spacious 3 bedroom holiday flat/owner's
accommodation
For Sale with offers invited "in the region of"
£75,000 leasehold, fixtures & fittings, andbusiness
goodwill
LOCATION
Occupying an exceptional location on the eastern end of the Esplanade, the Venue's expansive
outside terrace and spacious public areas ensure that there are sea views from virtually every seat in
the pub! A public car park and on-road parking on the Esplanade provide plenty of opportunity for
visitors coming from the Beach and The Esplanade. Considerable investment in the seafront includes
the creation of a small harbour and a boat yard and many other quality eateries provide a further
draw to this picturesque Esplanade. Ventnor has around 6,000 residents which are substantially
boosted during the season, undoubtedly contributing to the success of the pub and its restaurant.
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DESCRIPTION
The property comprises a traditional bar with tiled flooring and beamed ceiling offering seating for 24
customers plus 6 to stools at the bar. The restaurant is bright and airy with extensive views out to sea
and across the Esplanade with two expanses of glazed fold-back doors which can be opened up
during clement weather giving access to the terraces beyond. There is also a feature brick fireplace
with stone hearth and mantle. Currently catering comfortably for 54 covers, there is a disabled w.c.
facility off the restaurant and a cleaning cupboard. Outside a covered terrace to the front of the pub
has seating for approximately 37 customers offering wonderful views out to sea. The public areas are
also serviced by separate Ladies and Gents w.c. facilities. Extensively equipped commercial kitchens
are to the rear of the premises, including preparation, wash-up and cooking areas leading to stores
with a walk-in chiller
ACCOMMODATION
Stairs lead to the first floor comprising kitchen/diner, 3 bedrooms, bath/shower room and office.
There is a balcony across the front of the apartment looking out to sea. This accommodation offers
potential for holiday letting income or as owner's/manager's accommodation.
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THE BUSINESS
The business provides an excellent opportunity for either hands-on operators or as a management run business.
THE LEASE
Held on the residue of a lease with 8 years unexpired at a current passing rent of £23,000 per annum. The lease also has security of
tenure provided by the Landlord & Tenant Act 1954.
PREMISES LICENCE
IW 040348 allow for the provision of alcohol, music etcetera from 0900 hours to 0100 hours.
TERMS
For Sale with offers invited in the region of £75,000 for the benefit of the trade fixtures, fittings, including stock on the day of sale, and
goodwill of the business simultaneous with an assignment of the existing lease.
INDICATIVE INVENTORY
An indicative inventory is available at the offices of Gully Howard Commercial Property.
UNIFORM BUSINESS RATE
Rateable Value - d£28,000 Public House & Premises. However we are advised by our client that this has now been reduced to
£17,000
2022/23 - £0.512p without small business relief. Interested parties should make their own enquiries to confirm any rate liability or rate
concession that may be applicable by telephoning Isle of Wight Council Business Rates on 01983 821000.
COUNCIL TAX
The residential accommodation falls within Band A for Council Tax. Source www.voa.gov.uk
VIEWING
Strictly by appointment with sole agents Gully Howard Commercial Property, Suite 11 Salisbury Gardens, Dudley Road, Ventnor PO38
1EJ. Contact Gavin Chambers or Morgan Williams on 01983 301 434. E: gchambers@gullyhoward.com or mwilliams@gullyhoward.com

Whilst these particulars are believed to be correct neither the agent nor the clients guarantee accuracy nor are they intended to form part of any contract.
We have not carried out any survey. All offers are subject to formal contract. Interested parties must satisfy themselves independently as to VAT in respect
of any transaction. Gully Howard Chartered Surveyors and staff are not able to give any warranty or representation in connection with this property and
have not tested any plant, purchasers must satisfy themselves as to its condition. Plans are shown not to scale and for identification only, dimensions are
approximate and location plans may not show all current occupiers.

